Students Picket PHS In Ruins
Friday, April 1, 12:01 a.m., Pensacola High School became an
isle of leaping flames and black smoke. By 1:00 a.m. it lay a great
blackened skeleton. The fireside building had burned to the
ground. Horrified students viewed the ruin with stupification upon
at their beloved alma mater. A wall answered to them. There
was a weeping, wailing, and general
frenziedness of teeth. Soon, armed with pickets bearing "We
want to go to school." "Town with fires," was heard
upon the town, with a common
look of determined indefatigability.

Authorities are not sure as to
the source of the destruction. There is a posse out hunting
the fire chief, "that an anti-school radical
group started the blaze."
This eliminated any PHS student
from suspicion.

After hours of picketing, the
president of the Pupil Snyz, Miss
Simms, was contacted. Issued a
box and eloquently issued an exa-
ergery to the cadaverous group of
PHS students gathered.

"Friends, enemies, and fellow
fired student," he gathered the
crew, "Leon is a place where
they saw a consequence of
consequences that occurred before
causing a monster with the fire of
the public.

"Can you imagine," he blushed,
slipping down her boots. Those
trees, "poor illiterate children,
innocent, completely and entirely in-
spired, with no scratches on the
surface of their gray mat at all.
What a shame, they are Aznado.
"Then lost in grief, she was
led back to her public wall by
two men with a butterfly net.

It is hoped that plans for a new
institution will be made soon. In
the meanwhile, gloom fills the hearts
of the PHS student body as spring
approaches.

Lipscomb Fires Entire Faculty
Mr. Lipscomb has come up with an
unusual idea that will benefit the
student body of PHS. He has
announced that the entire faculty
of this school has been dismissed!
Mr. Lipscomb has given in his
reasons for the unprecedented move
the facts about such infringe-
ments of the rules as tardiness and
class discipline.

Mr. Lipscomb's unusual move
was prompted by his great concern
for the welfare of the students in
this school. He says that it was
all right for our forefathers to walk
miles to school and study by lamp-
light, but that this tender genera-
tion is a product of a comforted
time and cannot take all the pressure
of which it is being subjected.

The position of the County Board
School Board on this unusual action
has not yet been announced.

A.E.N. Conquers Space
BY PAT BUTLER
Extra! Extra! First man! (?)
to space! From secret sources
the Tiger's Tale has it that the
tiny country of Lower Bolivia
has launched the first human (?)
to space. His initials are the
only information available. They
are A. E. N.

The country has been buzzing
with the elections and already
the returns from the Florida governor's race
have come in. Our new head of
state will be Mr. E. Persky.
Although he is not a native of our
sunny state, we can be assured
that he will manage our affairs
with sobriety. It is rumored
that he ran his campaign by the
hundreds of thousands of kisses
and down in Cuba ... another
group has taken over. They have
established command in short or-
ter, blocked all ports, and are keeping
quiet. The new form of government
is called the Kartain Plan. There is much speculation as
the origin of those new
conquers.

Beatnik Goes Neatnik
First Cat: I'm orbiting a
strange new kick, Dick. I'm the
first of the Neatnicks. The squares
are doing the sandals-and-chino
costume ... as if you're real hip, man,
don't be muster, get drey.

Second Cat: You mean, like if
you're real beat, you gotta
be neat?

FU: Reel! Soon only the
beatniks and the cool cats
will be happy. Proper.

SC: But, man, you got bear
hair. I remember you, kid.
You're just a little kid.

FU: It just ain't Kemp. They
ought to give sparrow
backs ... nobs ... nobs ...
...All that jazz. Maybe
they got one just for whippers.

FU: I been looking. The squares
at the chihuahua's tail give me
the chills.

SC: See, you're gonna be a
Neatnik, you'll be buying things
like soap and ties and stuff from
now on ... as when you get a
problem, don't be beat—get it—be neat. Crazy!!
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ALLENI SPACE SHIP LANDS
On Pensacola Sand Dune
SPECIAL RELEASE—At 3:00 Thursday evening, March 31, the skiffs over Pensacola Beach took on a greenish
glow and an eerie white split the night silence. These were
the outward signs of an event the world has long been
preparing for: the first successful landing of a human being
in this part of the earth.

No contact has been made with the
inhabitants of the ship. The
military has roped off an 100-yard
area around the ship to keep spec-
tators away.

The President has declared a na-
clamor emergency, and the armed
forces are ordered to proceed with
extreme caution.

The residents of the Pensacola
area are also requested to PLEASE
KEEP CALM.

PHS Students at work
You May Ride On Escalators Donated By Our Faculty

This afternoon at precisely 3:15 P.M., the workmen will arrive to install the new escalators that the faculty has ordered at their expense. Before this time all of us students have had to trudge weary up and down, up and down the stairs. Now we will have no tired, aching legs and feet when we arrive at class, for we can take the escalator, atomic powered as it is and free gratis by our dear, dear faculty.

Even today as you approach the stairs, imagine how luxurious it will seem next week, yes, NEXT week, to say to your best friend, "Meet you at the escalator!" in lieu of the old common place expression, "Meet you at the foot of the stairs."

Of course, any old escalators won't do for PHS; therefore, ours are a special order. The "down" escalators are gold plated; the "up" ones are silver plated and diamond studded. We shall have a special jazz band brought in from the "land of bubbles" itself to provide enjoyable relaxation as we calmly go from one level to the other.

(Continued in Column Five)

Automatic Snack Bar Rolls Down Aisle in Classrooms

There you are in 3rd period studying like mad for your 4th period test, when all of a sudden, you feel this stab in the pit of your stomach, and then another and another and another, (your should be enough for the proper effect) and you sit there writhing in this abysmal hunger.

But wait, Dad. There's no need for you to suffer like this. Just punch one of the five buttons at the top of your desk and wait for the automatic food cart of your choice to arrive. To provide for your immediate needs the buttons are conveniently marked (1) sandwich, (2) candy, potato chips, crackers, (3) ice-cream, (4) soft-drinks, lemonade, ice-cups, milk, chocolate milk, (5) gum.

The snack bar is located at the back of each classroom, and for your convenience, is provided with glassed-in carts. These carts are in the form of automatons; you input your money in a slot, and the cover of the cart opens. They have been installed by the American Snack Bar and Cart Association for use in all schools.

So, next time you feel the "wanger swings," look at the "menu for today" inside your desk and select the cart of your choice.

---

THE PANAMA HOME & SAVINGS ASSOCIATION

PHS Students Hear Coon Coos From Clocks Rather Than Usual Bells For Classes

We have one-o’clock instead of bells to ring between classes.

(Continued from Column One)

Don’t forget to thank your teachers for kindly taking a slumber session from the work which they place several thousand each month when they receive their pay check.

---

Panic! Teachers Go Berserk!

Most of you have probably noticed the strange actions of some of your teachers during the past few days. The recent Tiger’s Tail reporter descended to investigate the situation and interview the natives. Here are his results, with some comical heart photos.

Among the reported cases of berserkness is Mr. Bragg. A curious Tiger’s Tail reporter found Mr. Bragg enthusiastically modeling his new Mad T-shirt. Being an expert at sportfishing, Alfred E. Newman, Mr. Bragg has asked Mr. Lipson’s special permission to let him wear his new t-shirt in all of his classes. He is also planning to buy a Mad straight jacket and a bust of his idol, Affle, to rest on his desk next to his favorite math book.

It is not that Miss Barney does not appreciate the pitiful little flower. He just gave her a chance to make her favorite “face.”

When our reporter arrived at the chemistry lab, he discovered "Granny" Butler proudly displaying to his class a pair of botties which he knitted for the tiny "bundle of joy" he and his wife are expecting in May. Knitting has become quite a hobby with the Butler, who finds time to practice his talent during "pop" tests.

To his amazement, the reporter found Miss Meador anxiously practicing araucanias.

It seems that soon she will be leaving PHS to join the American Ballet Theatre as their star ballerina.

Before he could reach the foot of the stairs, the reporter encountered Miss Pace bounding down the hall in a series of cartwheels and flip-flops. She paused at the end of the hall to explain that this keeps her in training for the Olympics, Marathon races, and other tests of physical skill and then she sprinted off toward Room 133.

The reporter stopped in front of the Detention Hall door and paused in awe at Miss Cram, who topping up a "closed" sign, "The time has come," Mr. New-

some stated wisely. He did not specify what "time," but he added that he must have more time to practice his bowling after school.

Pushing at the water faucets, the reporter observed Miss Partridge furiously hula hooping next to the fire extinguisher. Since she has been chosen as Pensacola’s entry in the International Contest of Hula Hooping Techniques, Miss Partridge must make every minute count (in class, in the halls, at lunch...

You now may think that all of this is perfectly ridiculous and a "fixed" set up. You may think it just a big April Fool joke.

---

Chemistry Lab Experiments Cause Fallout

All other strange actions at school today may be accounted for by the fact that the chemistry classes are experimenting with H-bombs, and nuclear fallout may be expected to occur any minute. In case one does hit, just crawl under your desk and say the alphabet backwards. This will confuse all the little suckers that are falling out and thus avert danger.

If the tiny nucleus should still be pursuing you, there’s only one thing left to do—turn these somersaults, one cartwheel, and two hand springs. Then stand on your head. Not a little toe of your right foot and sing halleluyes. This certainty will put all invaders to sleep, and you need not worry of any further danger.

---

Everyone Talks Pig Latin Except Principal, ‘Bluey’

Risa: Isomboblasha orofa earnilka hatta saitkela hadda azma rupofa uterna-pacea atsha andelila ibaa pacea hibaa nos beta HIFA amupene. Lhushaas eena fla beta sakhera ndka tudendosa renna ota etla ritkoo aherra tranceplaay, atsha otsa odena mope
daa. Bana: Isombolila elebota ota ppreach usaka kehla eediwa azma. Sifa eha akilawa suddonwa beta re
tureena, ota swirtha kia umoliima trungsa ordeena nis nanonuwa anguagela, “These kidoos are noo-o-o stupid. They don’t bellee I’m from the Twilight Zone.” Bana: Isombolila, carinatiba hatta beta azna aawaa xumaka xumaka as anguaglea eka imalifi earnilka nis uter-
space, sbahola xuma 602.2, kana xuma gene, retedega “Looyla” niaka ovindla imsha ota tayna oto fana. Aboofa orfa iba nacha afer
terina—eka ayma tina extra ota saaaya.

Bay Your Yad Brynner Gian in wonder at Shampoo Today

Are you a dumb blond? Get smart and use this fantastic formula.

Does your hair look like straw? Soften it with you-know-what.

---

SNILE TOOTHPASTE TASTES GO-0-0-0-D!

My favorite Snikle is a peanut-butter and slice sandwic.

40 NEW YORK DOCTORS AGREE THAT SNILE IS THE MOST NOURISHING TOOTHPASTE THEY HAVE EVER SEEN. DR. D.R. GERN, LEADER OF THESE TESTS, SAYS, “I RECOMMEND SNILE FOR ALL MY PATIENTS.”

BRUSH WITH SNILE TO FIGHT HUNGER!
Cat Makes School Scene

Man. I fished to school one frosty Monday morn. when I
sloved the big campy daddy smoking on his weed, and man like
he was out of the restricted puddle par fahsions. Oh, daddy-oh, I vi-
Sloved it was going to be a big jour.

When I said, "That's not right.

I got the bit that there wasn't anyone Famous when he started throwing knives.

Tell me you daddy, that really

told me.

I was to the big gym for the

at the last minute that he was

first thing I was aware of was

as the word "Fowl Eyes," she is

the number of awards and ac-

Fowl Eyes has acquired. She held the

MDAR (Most Dend and Re-

the year. She is presid-

of the Future for Girlfriends of

One can usually find F.

wer the classroom stee-

ome of the most popular girls in

her book, "Miss America.

Pepskirker Junior College is the

Melvi if she ever

since 1960, Melvi has

Melvi says that she has no other

time to pass this.

(21.)...to thank Wayne Manley and Paty Bond without

students

Who's Who On April Fool's

1. Most handsome—Conner Shaw

2. Outrageous sense of humor—E. Newman

3. Most likely to stall—Myron Rosenhall

4. Most likely to get a car—Byron Cook

5. Most likely to leave PHS—Doncaster

6. Likely to be President of the U.S. —Larry Bird

7. Most likely to go into politics—Edward Swinford

8. Friendliest—Mark McGough and Herb Aronwitz

9. Most athletic—George Keith

10. Most sophisticated—Ginger Freeman

11. Longest ponytail—Dona Whelanberger

12. Shortest eyelashes—Carol Rudd

13. Most average—Frank Parkhurst

14. Most hugable—Bobby Barry

15. Most intellectual—Tom Rainley

16. Queen of April Fool's Day—Sue Bennett

Bourbon Street Combo Is

Smash Hit at PHS Assembly

At the April 1 assembly, PHS was deeply honored by the surprise presence of the Bourbon Street Combo, straight from the heart of Bourbon Street, "The Dixie Dead-

been. If you've hooded it to the base of these swinging cuts, you'll

know why we say, man, they're way out!

top 5 will have the top of the bar.

It was from the top, here's a

"Hi, I'm Toots" played and she

wondered, "Hello, what's the

Swins, who desired "musical diver-

sion, sub," while sitting on his

"Harlan's roast mint julep.

Today she is one of the few remaining and unsurpassable top barjouts in the

USA. Fingers' stringing achieves new heights.

The next "Dead Beat" and one

diplomation of the combo is the gal of

"Ralph," "Hot Lips," and her

saxing. Back home in Texas, "Hot Lips" is known as the cactus bananiers and tootles the]

They can make you feel the

more pleasure of it—of course, she

is not above a small degree of animation from time to
time. Judging from her effus-

swings on Bourbon Street, "Hot Lips"

were deemed to be a

spell of loneliness while also making

her astonishing debut in the world of" Jazz.

"Hot Lips" and her sax

are the match of the fads. Last, but not least, is that

"Imitation of the Borg," (Continued on Page Six)
New Student Is Silhouette

PHS Faculty Holds Dance

Last Friday afternoon from 3:00 noon until 3:30, the PHS faculty presented a dance given in the gym. The new students were admitted. The dance was held in the gym by courtesy of Coach Reed. It was in the ball style with the "tango" music provided by the cool combo consisting of Katie Monroe, who played piano, Martha Swint, who drummed the bass, Marianne Rahn, who played the drums, and Mary Loukas, who played the organ, and on several sound effects on the piano. These talented teachers really en- 
joyed the dance, and they them- selves had such a good time that they were thinking about giving up school teaching in order to form a regular band.

The leader of the Coffee House group (manager of ceremonies) was Mr. Lipbeck. Among the soloists were Marjorie Wilford, who sings in a folk song style, and the choir of 15-16 girls who sings an a cappella rendition of "The Twelve Days of Christmas." The orchestra was made up of the PHS band and the PHS students.

At the end of the dance, a prize was given to the man and girl with the "most dressed-up" costume. The winner was won hands down by Mr. Neveome and Donna Wheel- barker. These two were presented with a black powder and a towel from the PHS band.

The dance was declared a suc- cess by all who attended, especial- ly the faculty. The teachers pre- pared that all classes be held at 11:30 a.m. from now on, so that all dances may be held in the gym.

Naturalness Is The New Look

Naturalness is the new look on the horizon. Many factors go into this look. The time element is very important. Remember it takes you over four hours to put on your makeup, you are taking a little too much time.

One should start by applying just a bit of all makeup to make a base. Remember—don't over do it! No more than six coats of base. Sparsely the base, but don't spare the rouge. The more you apply, the healthier you look. A smidge of lipstick will give you a very pretty look. (Continued on Page Six)

SUE AND DONNA—WINNERS OF CHARLESTON COMPETITION

AINT JUDY SWEET!

Feast your eyes, people, on the best dressed kids in school. Modeling the latest in school attire are Pat Butler and Jimmy Manly. They just stepped out of their pads into the hall, hard world. Notice the sensible shoes, the brown sweater, the black turtleneck sweater, the jeans. This ensemble is so cool and comfortable, you can wear it all day long.

Going to a party Saturday night? Sue Thorpe and Donna Wheelbarker are dressed in real smart attire. Ah, five-foot-five, their eyes are hazel, cue-fader, cue-fader, cue-fader, cue-fader... those "chabes." They're wearing look-alike black and midnight blue satin dresses. These lovely creations have white fringe around the neckline and matching white fringe from the waist to the hemline. Their accessories are matching pumps, devastating headbands, and tons of hair. Those girls are sure to win the Charleston contest.

Another hour in afternoon tea. Miss Hargrave is modeling the latest style of the Old South. This dress is daisy yellow with a thin green ribbon complementing each side of her skirt. At the top of the fitted bodice, around the scooped neckline, is a fluffy light green ruffle. Matching this, a pair of off-white trousers and yellow with a light green ruffle insert. She will be wearing this ensemble at a tea to be held at Mrs. Hargrave, April 27.

Fashion! Are You With It?

At some point or other—man, like, on April Fool's Day—almost everybody has a sudden urge of fashion envy, a gentle melancholy suspicion that she's not with it that's passing her by. The cure is a quick one: read this, the cruel, hard world. Notice the changes, the new hairdos, the new looks. This is your chance to be in on the latest trend.

One is not allowed to carry a pocketbook unless it is at least three feet long and five feet wide. For the benefit of the boys, girls who have huge purses packed to the top. These purses are especially handy if you happen to be a lady who yoga.

All now come to jewelry—very, very, you know—man, like, strictly gypsy. We'll start with about twenty beads. Wear one each day for twenty days! No, no! Wear these at different times of the day, not just after school. This does not only derive teachers to distraction but it also strengthens your arm (it has to be a lot of beads and stones).

Let us take a look at Madam's feet. Oh, madam does have big feet! Never fear this year's fashions are designed to squeeze Madam's feet into a point. If you just can't manage to hobble around in pointed spats then you are doomed to flatness. The new shape for this year is called the E-Shape. The E stands for egg.

Beauty Section Is Announced

The long-awaited day has finally arrived. The beauties of PHS for the year of 1939-1940 are being announced today. The votes have been tabulated and the margin has been found to be very close. How- ever, as there may be only ten top beauties chosen, the selection has been made as follows: the two PHS students chosen as most beautiful for 50-50 is Bert Hartley, Bert with his luxuriant green eyes and black, black eyes, truly des- serves this honor. His picture will be placed at the front of the Beauties Section of the ANNO.

The other beauties are Mr. Pitter, Larry Hargrave, Ms. Mc- Donald, Milton Knowles, Tucker, Cotten, Dale Burgess, Ashton Hay- ward, Bob Oliver, and Joe Lubar. One can easily see why each of these charming students was cho- sen. Larry and Dale are well known for their petite size and dimples, and their striking, exciting blue eyes are Tucker Colton and Robert Knowles. Ashton, the most suitor of the lot, was probably chosen because of his smoldering dark eyes and un-canned complexity. Mr. and Joe, the Stallions of the group, both have the jet-black wavy hair and olive skin which characterizes their race. Jo-je also has a mysterious grace that parties of grace and gold. Gene is especially noted for her excellent taste in the white pelt. Bob, last but not least, is well-known for his shy grin.

These are the "most beautiful" at PHS for 1939-1940. There are so many beauties at PHS that the Sunday dress code will have to be changed, but these beauties are certainly good representatives of our school.

Oh, by the way, please drop a line when you win the title of Sweetheart of Sigma Chi. My address is: A. Emily Newman, Crazy House, U.S.A.

Pensacola Rug & Shade

307 S. Paluxy
HE 3-7656

A new student is silhouetted. The PHS faculty holds a dance. Fashion and beauty sections are announced. The natural look takes the stage. The Harem Party is in full swing. Everyone is dressed up for the occasion. Read on for more details.

---

A new student is silhouetted. The PHS faculty holds a dance. Fashion and beauty sections are announced. The natural look takes the stage. The Harem Party is in full swing. Everyone is dressed up for the occasion. Read on for more details.
Mobile Murphy Cops Track Doubleheader Over Tigers

The defending Alabama State State Murphy High School from Mobile, gave notice of their intentions of repeating the feat this year by defeating Spanish Springs 67-51. However the Panthers, had to come from behind with a clean sweep in the High Jump and a victory in the Mile Relay, to win the two events, to accomplish the feat.

Steve Hall won the 100 and 200 yard dashes and all shared the victorious 800 yard Relay team to pace the Tiger Squad. Boss Win- ter was high for the Mollinians with wins in both the high and low hurdles and a second in the High Jump and won on the winning Mile Relay team. PHS had a seven second spread in the times of the Dashes and the 880 yard Relay. For the first out door meet for both teams. Both teams had com- peted in the annual meet last month. The Baby Tigers were also noted in the last meet held in Boss Win- ter, in defeat 56-51. Kenny White was the big fan with wins in the high and low hurdles.

Many sophomores showed exception- al talent. Boss Winter was on an asset to the varsity in the years to come, many before the end of the season.

The next home meet will be Fri- day, April 1st with Escambia and Bay High Schools, both Sophomores and Varsity. This is the initial meeting between the two teams.

Scores:
VARSITY:
1. 120-yard high hurdles—(1) Winter (M); (2) Crutcher (M); (3) Tricker (M);
2. 100-yard dash—(1) S. Hall (M); (2) Byrte (M); (3) Strickland (M).
3. Mile run—(1) Blanding (M); (2) Harwell (M); (3) Barfield (P).
4. 880-yard relay—(1) Pennaco- la (M); (2) Blanding (M); (3) Byrte (P).
5. 440-yard dash—(1) B. Hall (M); (2) Byrte (M); (3) Blanding (P).
6. 400-yard dash—(1) S. Hall (M); (2) Byrte (P); (3) Barfield (P).

Tigers Whip Shades Valley In Baseball Opener, 11-3

Pitchers Tom Markham and Denny Egbert limited Shades Valley to three runs, while Artie McGraw, Dalton Renfroe, and Jimmy Egbert held the plate. The Buchs hammered away at shaky Birmingham hurling. McGraw was in line with three hits in four trips to the plate. The pitching efforts marked Markham for three unearned markers in the top of the first. In the bottom, McGraw, Blanding walked, and Renfroe doubled to narrow the lead to one. In the second frame, McGraw doubled home Tucker Cotton and Bob Oll- iver. Blanding scored with a one base rap to drive in McGraw. The Tigers counted the Valley lead for the third. Singles by rightfielder Gordon Caugh, shortstop Oliver, and second marker McGraw, along with a base on balls to Cotton, produced the tally.

In the fourth the Eagles pushed across two more tallies to stretch their lead to 10 to 3. Bubba lost off with a single, but was nipped going to third, by McGraw, which followed. Catcher Renfroe then stole second. Markham re- leased a free pass to first. Foll- owing a strike out by Ollie, John McGraw came to the plate and faced the first pitch to cowhand to drive in both runners. The Eagles counted the top of the fifth and promptly whipped the first three batters he faced. In the sixth, he got by on a fly to cen- ter and two infield grounders. In the last half of the inning, Bubba drove in runner P. S. with a shot down the left field line. However, third, was out for missing second on the way. Shades Valley started a mild rally in the third frame, but, Egbert shut the door before any damage was done.
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WORD FROM A TIGER

BY GAYLOR RIBBON

Maroon-White Tilt Will See Many Changes in Positions

Words from a Tiger

Maroon-White Festivities

Plans are nearing completion for the April 14th celebration. The par- ade, with floats, football players, the band, and pretty girls has been scheduled for about 3:45 p.m.

Preceding the main game there will be a ten-minute junior high game and a ceremonial introduction of the players. Kickoff time for the contest is 3:00. During the halftime, the band will present their program.

The Student Council Dance at Martin's featuring the Upsetters will follow the game.

In preparing for the April 14th interquad contest, Coach Scroggins has done some extensive position switching in cer- tain areas. The offensive backfield is the best example. Tentative line- up for the crack squad something like this:

At the important backfield spot, two former defensive halfbacks, "K" Stephenson and Buddy Trask are battling it out. Presently Stephenson holds the edge. David Hawton, who played blocking back as a sophomore and linebacker last year, is carrying the load at full- back Larry Sammons, a sixth grader from Cluette, is holding down the number two slot here. Specie Goodwin, who was a reserve back last year, has been moved to the wingback post. Beside him, two sophomores, Gayl Goodwin and Dillard Bickerstaff, are wrestling for the position of top reserve at wingback. Jack Stringfield currently leads the list of blocking backs. Charles Johnson is considered the top re- lief man here.

The starters in the offensive line seem fairly obvious at this point. No positions have been wrapped up, but the same seven boys have controlled the second spots for most of the spring train- ing session. James Latham, back from an injured knee last year is running number one at center. Figured to flash Latham from the guard positions are Paul Plant and David Barrow. Dick Nowling and George Odum should handle the tackle spots. Sopho- more Morris Graham and letter- man Byron Rosenweil will prob- ably start at offensive ends. Over- all, the reserves on the offensive line look pretty thin.

The defensive line is set at the moment with Terry Garvin and Ben McLeod at ends. Workhorse, Eddie Eldkins and sophomore Timmy King are being counted on to shut down the defensive tackle posting. Bill Rithough, who has al- ready played offensive center and end for the team in a trial at tackle, will start at center. Larry Fisk and Bobby Stoves appeared to have the shallow list of reserves here.

Charles Cunnings, a former de- fensive lineman, team with two Hubberd, a starting offensive end last fall, to man the linebacking post. Gary Frady was returned to his corner linebacking position. Sopho- more letterman Henry Graham is running first string at defensive halfback. Another first year man, James Crooke, adds depth behind Graham. Ronnie Bullock and Bill Nunn are set at safety positions until a week or so

Just Thinking

Thankfulness is our crowning glory. The soul unstained by this emotion is without the quickening between life and death. We must power which marks the difference bring the fruitage of a happy zealious to the throne of God, or else we come before Him emp- ty-handed. If we come not with smiles of grateful appreciation, why may still be weighted with a crash- ing load of content to give to the follow wayfarer, we grope in vain for friendship. If we stop not aside to give a friend feeling to the join- ed brother, we fetter our own feet.
...Winter Olympics?

As the results from the first day's events come in, the Winter Olympics begin panning in, the world wonders if the United States team, represented solely by the PHS "Fighting Tigers" from Pennsylvania, will walk off with all the gold medals.

Beppe Avreboes (Upper Silesia, via spilled ketchup), President of Lower Silesia, has this to say about the U.S. teams: "Looks as if those Burglars From The Deep North are going to have to build another Fort Knox to hold all the other hill." Thus far, the score board seems to indicate rather strongly that the US, with over 2,000 points, won't have any trouble keeping ahead of its closest competitor, who has brought in only 17 pairs.

The United States took on early lead in the swimming events, Linda Phillips, Terry Green, Joyce Kings, Linda Zichari and Carole Reynolds splashed to victory in the 400-meter women's relay. Later in the day, the men's relay, consisting of Randy Heid, Bobby Harper, Jerry Welling, Monte Gonzales and Larry Butler, picked up a gold medal.

Taking the lead in gymnastics were Bill Brown with a triple backflips and Bill Mack with an award winning rope-act.

In wrestling, Patty Boggess and Connie Lawlor teamed up to earn another first.

Because of technical difficulties all other countries withdrew, the boxing, rowing, basketball, fencing, and soccer events were forfeited to the US.

Receives $1,000,000
(Continued from Page Three)

from other places. Pennsylvania felt as though it had been conquered for the next six hours. His image still not being exalted was burning a hole in his pocket. He has decided how to get the remainder of the prize money until after graduation when he will draw it out and cut a path for Boonesville, wherever it may be.

Naturalness
(Continued from Page Four)
The noiter your eyes are the more fetching you look. This is the 156th Beatnik influence. If you feel as if you just can't open your eyes because of so much muck, you have reached the most-glimpsed point. Why, just you can not be eyes without the shadow comes next. Keep on. Eyebrows are very important. They must be at least ½ inches in diameter.

This completes the facial. It's done in two hours flat and think of all the raves you're bound to receive from your friends?

It's easy to tell when you're on the right road—it's all upgrade.

Cheering Boys Inspire Fans

This year ten capable young men will successfully lead Tiger fans in cheering their team to victory.

To introduce these "tiger men," we begin with the agile and peppy seniors, who are: Larry Bulger, Dallis Burgan, Bill Godwin, Dan Howes, and James King, with Buddy Bridges as Tiger mascot. These six seniors will lead the pickup on the field or court with a series of cartwheels, flips, and head springs. Each boy seems to have his speciality of the three tumbling achievements. Larry Bulger, Bill Godwin, and Tom Howes demonstrate wonderful co-ordination in their cart- wheel; Dales and James King the thrillers with their long series of head springs, and Buddy races the "Tiger Team" off with an inspired vigor as he performs daring acts.

Next on the team are two juniors, Byron Barewell and Meron Rosen- thal. These boys can truly be termed as human dynamite. They are famous for their "get-em-out" tricks which really make the fans to yell. Whenever Tiger spirit is low (which is an extremely rare occasion) Byron and Meron go "with that step" to enliven and de light the Tiger followers.

Jack Stringfield and Tom Hubbard, sophomore representatives of this remarkable team, inspire both their team members and the crowd with the true vigor they show in pep rallies and games. They run out with that "Spirit" and seldom fail to be carried away by it.

Although this article isn't true at the moment, the boys of PHS could easily obtain the cheerleading spotlight for the future.

PUSH—and if you can't push, PULL. And if you can't pull, then please get out of the way.

Clear the Alley—Here They Come

Mr. Newcombe to Mr. Hardin and Mr. Liposome: "Hey, you clods, how about a little bowling after detention hall is out today?"

Mr. Hardin and Mr. Liposome: "Like cool, man, like cool.
ScENE: BOWLING ALLEY Mr. Hardin: "Say, man, like ab- out 20 looks all cleaned out, no cats with their heady little eyes."
Mr. Liposome: "Se i f' n' e sa fine!"

Mr. Newcombe: "Crazy, dad, like don't want any cats to watch me roll the ball anyway."
Mr. Liposome is preparing to bow first. He grabs the ball near- about and inserts his thumb and middle finger in the first two holes, leaving his little finger in the stumpy hole. Now ready, he goes shuffling down the approach and flips the ball up into the air. It hits the floor with a resounding thud. The ball spins into the gutter. The manager of the establishment comes charging out of his office shouting, "Loge... actually you think you're cool! This pad ain't for scrap." SOURCE: 9

Mr. Hardin steps up next. He picks up a ball. He decides not to even put his fingers in the holes. Mr. Hardin gives the alley a mighty heave. It doesn't even touch the alley, just smacks into the number ten pin with a sickening crack.

SCORE: 3

Well, this time, Mr. New-combe is determined to impress these flaks. So he places his fig- gers firmly in the holes. He takes a terrific backswinging and goes sprinting down the approach. Over the foul line, down the alley with the Lone Ranger's theme song ringing in his ears, he goes with his fingers stuck in the grooves.

Meanwhile the foul ball is going berserk. Mr. Newcombe can't put his fingers on the ball, so he and the ball hit the pins—Strike! April fool!

Actually, these three men can be seen at the bowling alley.

What Makes Pop Corn Pop

Popping corn contains water. When the water gets hot enough, the kernel explodes. Result: popcorn.

We are not passing this information along as a public service. Actually we're up to the same old game.

You see, popcorn makes most people thirsty. Naturally, when most people get thirsty they head for the good taste of Coca-Cola.

Wouldn't you like some popcorn right now? You know, wouldn't you?

Drink Coca-Cola

SIT DOWN GOOD TASTE

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

HYGEIA COCA-COLA
BOTTLING COMPANY
1625 North Palafox St.
Pensacola, Florida
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